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Quality and Performance Committee 21 July 2016

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE(S):

Best outcomes 

Excellent experience 

Skilled & motivated teams 

Top productivity 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY The minutes are submitted for noting.

RECOMMENDATION: For noting

SPECIFIC ISSUES CHECKLIST:

Quality and safety Included.

Patient impact Included.

Employee Included.

Other stakeholder Included.

Equality & diversity Included.

Finance Included.

Legal Included.

Link to Board Assurance
Framework Principle Risk

The BAF is included in items submitted to QPC.

AUTHOR NAME/ROLE Dr Erica Heppleston, Assistant Director Regulation and Improvement on behalf of the
Committee Chairman.

PRESENTED BY

DIRECTOR NAME/ROLE
Dr David Fluck, Medical Director and Mrs Heather Caudle, Chief Nurse

DATE 28 July 2016

BOARD ACTION Noting
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QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE (QPC) MINUTES

Thursday 16th June 2016

Room 2, Chertsey House, St Peter’s Hospital

11.30 -13.00 hrs

CHAIR: Pf Philip Beesley (PB) Chairman (Chair)
IN ATTENDANCE:

Dr Michael Imrie (MI) Chief of Patient Safety/Deputy
Medical Director

Jane Urben (JU) Associate Director of Midwifery
Louisa Daly (LD) Head of Patient Experience
Peter Taylor (PT) Non-Executive Director
Lorraine Knight (LK) Interim Chief Operating Officer
Dr Erica Heppleston (EH) Assistant Director, Regulation and

Improvement
Dr Peter Wilkinson (PW) Divisional Director, Emergency

Services & Acute Medicine
Heather Caudle (HC) Chief Nurse
Dr David Fluck (DF) Medical Director
Suzanne Rankin (SR) Chief Executive
Marty Williams (MW) Head of Patient Safety
Dr Andrew Laurie (AL) Divisional Director, DTTO
Mr John Hadley (JH) Divisional Director (TASSC)

SECRETARY:
Kate Flynn (Minutes) (KF) Risk & Incidents Co-ordinator

APOLOGIES:
Dr Paul Crawshaw (PC) Divisional Director, Women’s

Health & Paediatrics
Louise McKenzie (LM) Director of Workforce

Transformation
Russell Wernham (RW) Deputy Chief Nurse/Associate

Director of Quality
Aileen McLeish (AM) Chairman
Terry Price (TP) Non-Executive Director

ITEM Action

29/2016 Apologies for Absence

As above.

It was noted that LK and the Divisional Directors can respond to

questions regarding ED and it is not necessary for Rick Strang to
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attend every meeting.

30/2016 Minutes of the Last Meeting

The minutes of the meeting were agreed as an accurate record.

31/2016 Matters Arising

412/2016 DIPC 6 month report – There is a need to separate clean

and dirty vascular cases. LK to report back (awaiting input from

Microbiology).

Concerns were raised about the number and length of reports to

committees and the staff time taken to produce these. PT to take

this to Board.

439/2016 Midwifery staff not performing tasks they perceive to be

nursing interventions – JU to place on Divisional Risk Register with

mitigating actions.

4/2016 Performance report – LK to bring abridged version of report

taken to Finance Committee to next meeting. Finance and QPC can

receive the same report in future.

5/2016 Inter specialty referrals – This is a work in progress. There is

an add-on to Vitalpac which could facilitate this and is being

reviewed by the Trust. QPC fully supports the move towards

electronic referrals. DF to report back to the next meeting.

5/2016 Wrong patients are continuing to be sent for imaging – This

was discussed at the Executives’ Meeting. There are outstanding

issues to be resolved. To report back to next meeting.

6/2016 Falls and pressure ulcers action plan – This is currently

being formulated. To report back to next meeting.

21/2016 SIRIs overdue for closure – To be discussed at

performance reviews. QPC to keep under review.

28/2016 Safety Thermometer – HC to review the Trust’s use of

Safety Thermometer.

LK

PT

JU

LK

DF

DF/MI

RW

HC
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331/2015 Speciality Dashboard – Aim to include medical care

delivery against specialty pathway lines in the QEWS dashboard.

Work has been on-going to develop this but has not yet been

completed. PW and DF to follow up on ensuring doctors document

conversations with patients in the notes. To review progress in

September 2016.

288/2015 Standardisation of theatre procedures. This is an ongoing

process.

10/2016 Impact of Junior Doctors strike on patient safety. Patients

seen in the Trust on the days of the strike were dealt with efficiently.

There is no indication from the measures we have of increased

levels of harm. For those patients whose appointments had to be

cancelled, very significant progress has been made to rebook the

appointments. HC to submit the minutes from the debrief with the

junior doctors following the strike. PT to summarise the discussions

at QPC and provide assurance to Board.

HC/DF

HC

PT

32/2016 Divisional Quality Updates

TASCC

Mortality reviews are at 100% and governance arrangements have

been improved. The Urology action plan has been largely

implemented, however, Urology has suffered with bed pressures

and the Urology Centre has been used for escalation. The backlog

of SIRI actions is to be kept under review. Positive discussions were

noted regarding the MSK tender.

Emergency Services & Acute Medicine

NHS England mortality review templates are still being awaited.

Discussions about expected outcomes for patients should be held at

the beginning of the admission. Clinical leaders and ward managers

need to understand their responsibility in terms of performance.

There needs to be a standard process with regards to how wards

manage junior doctors. There have been discussions about the

stroke unit and how to manage capacity.
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National Maternity Review

This is a national 5 year forward view and a summary paper will go

to June Board. Women want midwifery led care. However, an

increasing number of women are classified as high risk. The paper

recommends that there is a NED lead at board level for maternity

services. A summary of the paper is to go to open board in June

and the Board will consider the appointment of a Non-executive

director.

QPC noted that there has recently been funding from the

Department of Health for a simulation model to help with medically

unwell women. IT systems are being reviewed to ensure they are

robust. There is a model for community hubs for antenatal care and

the Trust want to move forward on this.

There is now a full time perinatal mental health midwife who is

looking at a multi disciplinary approach. A stillbirth care bundle has

been implemented.

Given the limitations of the national maternity review in many areas

we are well placed but there are challenges for the Trust. We need

to keep monitoring how we are being effective in delivering and

improving our maternity services and this is to be added to the

action plan.

The action plan is to be reported to the Quality Governance

Committee.

The Chair thanked JU for her presentation.

33/2016 Performance Report

ED performance is improving and we are currently ahead of the

NHSI improvement trajectory. RTT meets the standard at aggregate

level. The Trust failed the symptomatic breast target in May. There

is variable performance regarding the 62 day cancer target. Cancer

screening is 50% and the Two Week Rule performance is fragile but

we are looking to ensure that we hit the quarter target. It is looking
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unlikely that we will hit the 62 day cancer target. The IST will be

looking at this. The improvement in ED performance was welcomed

but QPC recognised that this is still fragile.

34/2016 QEWS Triangulated Dashboard

There is refreshed leadership at Ashford which has had a positive

impact. Swan has reduced to a level 0 and staffing issues remain a

concern. Two issues in Swan ward remain outstanding from the

Risk Summit – consultant of the week discussions are ongoing but

this is expected to be in place by September and the office move is

still under discussion due to lack of available space, but action to

resolve this is required. There have been issues with Norovirus and

CAUTI’s and HC will be looking at infection control around the

organisation. HC to produce a timetable for delivery of the

interventions planned for Swan ward.

EH to ask RW to review the current volume QPC agenda to ensure

time for full discussions of all agenda items.

There needs to be discussion regarding how the Trust is using

QEWS and the universal measures of performance to monitor

quality and safety.

The committee notes the positive comments about the leadership on

Falcon ward and this needs to be triangulated with the other data

available.

HC

EH/RW

35/2016 Risk Register – Overview report

There is one risk for downgrading (1317) regarding an overreliance

on temporary workforce. This has been discussed at TEC and will

be reworded and re-assessed.

There has been one new risk proposed regarding the level of

mandatory training on medicines management and discussions are

ongoing about the level of the risk.

36/2016 SIRI Incident Report
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There has been one new Never Event reported.

11 cases in total have been proposed for closure, however, W13657

was not recommended for closure as the audit shows the Trust is

not achieving compliance against the audit. W13405 – the test of

effectiveness is not complete and W23243 – the test of effectiveness

is not complete. These three incidents will be referred back to the

Division and will remain open.

There have been several SIRIs classified as diagnostic incidents

and MI will keep this under review to see if there are underlying

themes.

37/2016 Care Quality Commission Regulation of Acute Trusts

Medicines management training has not reached the appropriate

level and there have been queries as to whether the database is

accurately recording the numbers of staff trained. An action plan

needs to be established and EH will provide an update to the next

QPC Committee meeting in July.

The Paediatric nursing establishment action has been resolved and

we are making good progress.

EH

38/2016 Trauma Annual Report

Insufficient focus has been given to this in recent years. Our ability

to evidence the care we give to patients has been compromised. An

assurance visit will take place in August 2016 and our approach has

been refreshed. There is a new consultant lead supported by the

previous lead and the Trauma Delivery Group meetings have been

refocussed. The governance structure around trauma has been

redesigned and the trauma delivery group meeting minutes will

come to QPC for assurance.

QPC is happy to endorse the four priority areas listed in the

summary and the way forward as detailed in the report, but progress

needs to be kept under review

LK

Patient Experience Improvement Strategy
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The original five year strategy ran until 2018 but needed updating.

There are three main workstreams – Acting on feedback, national

survey results and RCA work within complaints.

The report needs to come back to the next meeting as a priority

agenda item to include an overview of the strategic plan.
LD

40/2016 Patient Experience Monitoring Group

There was no consistency on the data being held on the safety

boards in the ward areas and spot checks will now be undertaken.

There are a lot of lost property complaints and one of the Clinical

Nurse Leaders is doing a full review of our property process.

Any Other Business

There will be a new Chair next month.

QPC thanked PB for his contribution and hard work for the

committee.

Date of next meeting: Thursday 21st July 2016, Room 1,

Chertsey House 11.00-13:00.


